First for Analysis Brochure  
- Brand New Issue

‘Hot Off the Press’

The new expanded and updated 'First for Analysis' sales brochure is now available.

If you want to illustrate the A to Z of ABB's analytical instrumentation, then look no further than the recently published brochure.

Follow the link below for anything from AX400 to Zirconia, ammonia to turbidity – and everything in between.

>> Click to view brochure

This 32 page document provides a complete sales overview of ABB's analytical offering and includes schematics and diagrams of where/how some of the products can be used. An introduction to the whole range and where products can be used in the Water, Power and General Process industries is followed by brief information about each product range; listed by measurement parameter – pH, conductivity, DO, turbidity, chloride, etc.

Also included is information about our packaged analytical systems – their benefits and features.

Hard copies are available NOW from Maureen Woolf in St Neots. Please advise quantities required to: maureen.woolf@gb.abb.com